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Coronavirus COVID19

Shocking Study Reveals mRNA
COVID-19 Vaccines May Progressively
Degenerate Your Brain From Prion
Disease

A shocking study has revealed the terrifying dangers of mRNA COVID-19
vaccines inducing prion-based disease causing your brain to degenerate
progressively. The mRNA vaccine induced prions may cause
neurodegenerative diseases because long-term memories are maintained by
prion-like proteins. The study concluded that mRNA based vaccine may also
cause ALS, front temporal lobar degeneration, Alzheimer’s disease and
other neurological degenerative diseases in the vaccine recipients.
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Interaction between SARS-COV-2 Prions & ACE2
Receptors

The spike protein outer shell of the coronavirus contains “prion-like regions”
that give the virus very high adhesion to ACE2 receptors in the human body.

This has been documented by a study entitled, “SARS-CoV-2 Prion-Like
Domains in Spike Proteins Enable Higher Affinity to ACE2,” published
by the Human Microbiology Institute:

Interactions between amino acids of PrDs and non-prion-like regions of
SARS-
CoV-2 RBD and ACE2.

The presence and unique distribution of prion-like domains in the SARS-
CoV-2 receptor-binding domains of the spike protein is particularly
interesting, since although the SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV S proteins share
the same host cell receptor, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2),
SARS-CoV-2 demonstrates a 10- to 20-fold higher affinity for ACE2.

The Cross-Species Jump

This special relationship between the S protein and ACE2 receptor is the key
to cross-species infection which made it possible for the coronovirus to
make a jump from animals to humans.
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The special relationship between the S protein and ACE2 receptor is the key
to cross-species injection which made it possible for the coronovirus to
make a jump from animals to humans.

A remarkable fact is that the Coronavirus carried by bats cannot directlyA remarkable fact is that the Coronavirus carried by bats cannot directly
infect the human body, let alone a virus that can possess human-to-human
transmission. 

This This cross-species jump was not natural and was achieved by the team lead
by the Batwoman of China, Shi Zhengli. You can read more about it in detail
in COVID19 Files – Scientific Investigation On Mysterious Origin Of
Coronavirus.

This is what Batwoman of China had to say when GreatGameIndia exposed
the research done in Wuhan Institute of Virology.

It was funded under gain-of-function experiments through Peter Daszak, the
President of EcoHealth Alliance by the US Government.

The Coverup

The interesting part is that Peter Daszak is the same guy who orchestratedThe interesting part is that Peter Daszak is the same guy who orchestrated
the publication of a ‘scientific’ paper in Lancet claiming that the virus made
the cross-species jump naturallythe cross-species jump naturally.

How can the same guy who funded the experiments to make the
cross-species jump of the virus, claim that it evolved naturally?

If you think that’s outrageous, well just wait for it.

President of EcoHealth Alliance, Peter Daszak

Peter Daszak is also the same guy the WHO sent to China to investigate the
claims whether the virus evolved naturally or was coronavirus engineered.

Yet another person linked to the team is Yet another person linked to the team is Dutch virologist Ron FouchierDutch virologist Ron Fouchier,
another key to the coronavirus investigation who also created the deadly
mutant H5N1 virus.

We encourage our readers to explore more about the amazing personalities
in the WHO investigative team.

COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines & Prion-based Diseases

What are Prions

Because of such experiments by these eminent scientists the virus contains
prions-like domains in its receptor region of the spike protein.

Prions are misfolded proteins with the ability to transmit their misfolded
shape onto normal variants of the same protein. They characterize several
fatal and transmissible neurodegenerative diseases in humans and many
other animals.

How mRNA Vaccines Work

Messenger RNA (mRNA) is a single-stranded molecule naturally present in
all of our cells. It carries the instructions for making proteins from our
genes, located in the cell nucleus, to the cytoplasm, the main body of our
cells.

Enzymes in the cytoplasm then translate the information stored in mRNA
and make proteins.

An mRNA vaccine delivers the instructions for making a bacterial or viralAn mRNA vaccine delivers the instructions for making a bacterial or viral
protein to our cells. Our immune system then responds to these proteins
and develops the tools to react to future infections with the pathogen.

mRNA Vaccine induced Prion-based diseases

Now when the mRNA vaccine triggers the immune response, the body may
itself start creating prions induced by the vaccine causing prion-based
disease in the vaccine recipients.

The risk of this was assessed by Dr. J. Bart Classen, who authored a paperThe risk of this was assessed by Dr. J. Bart Classen, who authored a paper
(read below) in Microbiology & Infectious Diseases titled “Covid-19 RNA
Based Vaccines and the Risk of Prion Disease.”

Development of new vaccine technology has been plagued with problems in
the past. The current RNA based SARS-
CoV-2 vaccines were approved in the US using an emergency order without
extensive long term safety testing.

The authors evaluated the vaccine for the potential to induce prion-basedThe authors evaluated the vaccine for the potential to induce prion-based
disease in vaccine recipients.

The intricate mechanisms of neurodegeneration in prion diseases

The RNA sequence of the vaccine as well as the spike protein target
interaction were analyzed for the potential to convert intracellular RNA
binding proteins TAR DNA binding protein (TDP-43) and Fused in Sarcoma
(FUS) into their pathologic prion conformations.

The results indicate that the vaccine RNA has specific sequences that may
induce TDP-43 and FUS to fold into their pathologic prion confirmations.

The folding of TDP-43 and FUS into their pathologic prion
confirmations is known to cause ALS, front temporal lobar
degeneration, Alzheimer’s disease and other neurological
degenerative diseases.

The finding of the study as well as additional potential risks lead the authorThe finding of the study as well as additional potential risks lead the author
to believe that regulatory approval of the RNA based vaccines for SARS-
CoV-2 was premature and that the vaccine may cause much more harm
than benefit.

Prions maintain Long-term Memories

The vaccine induced prions may cause neurodegenerative diseases becauseThe vaccine induced prions may cause neurodegenerative diseases because
long-term memories are maintained by prion-like proteins. The memory
molecules are a normal version of prion proteins.

In four papers published in Neuron and Cell Reports, Dr. Kandel’s laboratory
showed how prion-like proteins – similar to the prions behind mad cow
disease in cattle and Creutzfeld-Jakob disease in humans – are critical for
maintaining long-term memories in mice, and probably in other mammals.

When long-term memories are created in the brain, new connections are
made between neurons to store the memory. But those physical connections
must be maintained for a memory to persist, or else they will disintegrate
and the memory will disappear within days.

Memories are stored for the long-term with the help of prion-like proteins
called CPEB. CPEB prions aggregate and maintain synapses that recorded
the memory.

When CPEB prions are not present or are inactivated, the synapses collapse
and the memory fades.

– David Sulzer, PhD, Columbia University Medical Center

Prions and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease

Prions are also known to cause a neurodegenerative disorder called
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD).

According to According to the CDC:

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) is a rapidly progressive, invariably fatal
neurodegenerative disorder believed to be caused by an abnormal isoform
of a cellular glycoprotein known as the prion protein. 

As per the CDC, this disease is rapidly progressive and always fatal.As per the CDC, this disease is rapidly progressive and always fatal.
Infection with this disease leads to death usually within 1 year of onset of
illness.

For latest updates on the outbreak check out our Coronavirus CoverageCoronavirus Coverage.

Send in your tips and submissionstips and submissions by writing to us directly. Join us on
WhatsApp for more intel and updates.

We need your support to carry on our independent and investigative
research based journalism on the Deep State threats facing humanity. Your
contribution however small helps us keep afloat. Kindly consider supporting
GreatGameIndia.

themisthios April 10, 2021 at 2:23 pm

Brain degeneration amongst those daft enough to take the vaccine will be difficult to
detect as the media and state education has already killed millions of brian cells in their
heads.
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Barney April 10, 2021 at 4:24 pm

Delores Cahill is right – this is all about “Slow Kill”. Professor Dolores Cahill: Why People
will Start Dying a Few Months After the First MRNA Vaccination:
https://www.brighteon.com/5599aab9-5c4e-4682-9a24-ebc40c66b70e
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